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High performance 3 motor treatment couch suitable for spas, salons and physiotherapists. The 3 
motors control the height, backrest, and knee break. Couch has two styles of arm support and a 
head cushion with breather hole. The treatment couch includes a frame cover and the upholstery is 
soft PU to give the best comfort to the client. Length 197 cm x Width 75 cm x Height 56-88 cm

The Ultimate Spa & Wellness table is a 3 electric motor, 3-section deluxe treatment table. Offering 
electric back rest, knee bend and height function. Due to its elegant and fashionable design this 
table is perfect for the day spa salon or the fully working spa & hotel business. Length 192 cm x 
Width 76 cm x Height 65-90 cm

PJS-ULNA
Luxury Spa Table

£1149

PJS-RAYONG
Spa  

Massage Couch

£899

Two section electric height salon couch with adjustable manual back rest. The frame is solid metal 
with drop and lock wheels for easy movement in room. Available in all White or all Black finish.  
Length 188 cm x Width 72 cm x Height 56-84 cm

Two section static beauty couch that works fabulously in any salon environment. The Coxi table 
has a sturdy chrome base and adjustable backrest. The removable headrest has breather hole 
underneath, and the couch gives you a space storing answer with its under couch storage rack, 
great for towels, product boxes or machine storage. L 190 cm x W 68 cm x H 76 cm

PJS-RISE
1 Motor  

Salon Couch

£499

PJS-COXI
Static Beauty  

Couch

£215

Locking wooden drawer trolley with 3 glass shelves. This trolley provides a large area to place 
machines on, as well as a magnifying lamp holder built in. Available in Black or White finish.  
Size: H 81cm D 43cm W 59cm

Luxury glass trolley equipped with three roomy toughened glass shelves to place your equipment. 
Great mobility thanks to its four wheels. Available in Black or White finish.  
Size: H 81cm D 43cm W 59cm

The latest salon/ spa trolley to launch comes with 3 spacious glass shelves which are easy to clean 
and toughened to hold all manner of face and body machines. The trolley itself comes in White or 
Black finish and with a built in mag lamp holder. Size: H 81cm D 43cm W 59cm

White trolley with a white metal frame, equipped with 2 shelves and 2 locking drawers to fit table-top 
machines or to store multiple beauty accessories. Full mobility thanks to its 4 wheels. Secure and 
safe for tools and products. Size: H 82 cm x D 37 cm x W 55 cm 

PJS-6037D
1 Lock Trolley

£119

PJS-6037
Luxury Glass  

Trolley

£95

PJS-6038
Salon Trolley 

£95

PJS-3438
2 Tier Safe  

Trolley 

£119
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Ultimate digital steamer, with ozone lamp, 
adjustable power and safe water jar. It 
is equipped with a rotating head and 
aromatic oil can be put in the top via the felt. 
Complete with a strong base with wheels.

The CLEAR Professional Facial Steamer has 
robust metal casing and the steamer comes 
with a fitted adjustable manual timer and 
standard ozone function. 

This ozone steamer is a functional yet simple 
design, it is equipped with a pivoting arm, the 
head can be rotated, and includes a herbs 
container in the water deposit, it can also be 
adjusted in height.

Classic Ozone steamer with a white lacquered 
metal case. It is equipped with a timer and a 
rotating head. Adjustable in height and stable 
base with wheels for easy movement.

PJS-300H
Ultimate Salon  

Steamer

£199

PJS-800A
Clear Pro Facial  

Steamer

£159

PJS-A30
Pure Salon  
Steamer

£129

PJS-V001
Classic Salon  

Steamer

£109

Ultimate circle seat salon stool with ergonomically designed 
back rest support, which has incline and height gas lift 
movements. Complete with adjustable height, all operated by 
one of the three simple gas shock levers. Available in White or 
Black. Height 54-72 cm

Cushioned spa seat with wheels, that compliments a good 
working height for most pedicure spa chairs, available in White 
or Black finish

The most comfortable and ergonomically designed saddle seat 
on the market in our opinion, comes complete with adjustable 
height, adjustable pivot seat area and multi adjust back support, 
all operated by one of the three simple gas shock levers. 
Available in Black or White. Height 54-72 cm

Salon circle seat with back support complete with height 
adjustable gas shock and strong metal base on wheels. A great 
salon stool for any beauty  or hair salon user. Works well with 
manicure desks too. Available in Black, Green or White.  
Height 54-72 cm

Salon circle seat complete with height adjustable gas shock 
and strong metal base on wheels. Ideal for a manicure desk set 
up for the salon therapist. Available in Black, Green or White.  
Height 54-72 cm

Salon saddle seat complete with height adjustable gas shock 
and strong metal base on wheels. Ergonomic designed for user 
comfort and better posture. Available in Black, Green or White.  
Height 54-72 cm

PJS-1025B
Ultimate  

Salon Seat

£109

PJS-1025A
Ultimate  

Saddle Seat

£109

PJS-1022A
Saddle Seat

£79

PJS-1023AB2
Circle Seat  
with Back

£89

 PJS-SPASTOOL
Pedicure Spa Seat 

£69

PJS-1023A
Circle Stool 

£65
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PRoFESSIonaL LaMPSManICuRE EQuIPMEnT

The REM stadium nail station is available in 
either Dawn or Dusk laminate finish. It has a 
lockable tower with a one height positional 
internal shelf. Optional Air Filter add £65. H 76 
cm x D 46 cm x W 92 cm

Sturdy mobile manicure table, folds flat quickly, 
has built in drawer and a carry bag. Table has 
locking wheels so is easily moved around rooms 
with limited space. H 76 cm x D 44 cm x W 99 cm

Celebrating 100 years of REM with the centenary range. The nail bar features a lockable cupboard 
with 2 Slide out trays, a lockable glass fronted retail section with LED feature lighting. 1 storage 
drawer, double chrome socket and HEPA carbon activated filter. It can be finished in any of the REM 
laminate colours. H 81 cm x D 50 cm x W 120 cm

The Concorde nail station is available as a 1 or 2 position nail station, with or without storage. It is 
available in any colour from the REM range. The storage leg is a locking cupboard with 2 removable trays. 
An advanced air filtration system is standard, as is cable management. H 80 cm x D 50 cm x L 120 cm

Infiniti station with storage is available in over 20 REM laminate colours. Infiniti has an advanced air filter 
system as standard. It also includes 2 glass display shelves, cable management system and magnifying 
lamp holder.  H 82 cm x D 50 cm x W 119 cm

PJS-01057
Infiniti Nail 

Station
       £705
       £505

PJS-01051B
Concorde Nail 

Desk
       £895
       £745

PJS-01062
 Stadium Nail Desk

£180

PJS-
PALMER

Mobile Manicure  
Desk
£89

PJS-01040
REM Centenary  

Nail Bar

£795

With  
Storage

With  
Storage

Without  
Storage

Without  
Storage

Magnifying Lamp with fluorescent light with 
3x magnification. It’s articulated arm eases 
the movement. It comes with a high stability 
5-wheel base with metal shaft.

This stylish LED magnifying lamp has adjustable 
light intensity it is equipped with an arm that allows 
multiple positioning. The bottom of the base is fitted 
with 5 wheels so it is very sturdy & can be moved.

Infrared Heat treatment lamp for salon or spa 
body treatments.  It’s articulated arm eases the 
movement & fixes the lamp with total comfort. 
High stability 5-wheel base with metal shaft.

5-dioptre LED magnifying lamp of cold light. It is 
equipped with an articulated arm & a very stable 
5-wheel compact base. Lamp has 60 LED bulbs  
& its luminous flux is 760 lume with 8w power.

PJS-1001
Magnifying Lamp

£69

PJS-1006
Pro LED Lamp

£155

PJS-1003
Heat  

Treatment Lamp

£95

PJS-MEGA
5x LED Lamp

£135
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FaCIaL MaChInES - MuLTI FunCTIonFaCIaL MaChInES - uLTIMaTE TowER

PJS-319A  Microdermabrasion PJS-316A  Vacuum Suction

PJS-311A  Sonic Peel PJS-312A  Ultrasound

PJS-313A  Galvanic PJS-314A  High Frequency

The Ultimate Facial Tower 
system is a real all in one 
ultimate salon treatment 
machine, it combines a luxury 
salon face steamer, a high 
power LED magnifying lamp 
and a towel warming cabinet 
for all the facial towels and 
hand mitts. You also get six 
facial machines, these include 
Galvanic, Microdermabrasion, 
Vacuum & Spray, Ultrasound 
and Ultrasonic Skin Exfoliation. 
Unbeatable quality & price.

Includes:-

• Compact Trolley
• Lux Facial Steamer
• UV Towel Heater
• LED Mag Lamp
• 6 Facial Units

PJS-3021
Ultimate 

Tower

£1695

4 in 1 Luxury Facial machine with Hot & Cold Hammer, Diamond Microdermabrasion, Sonic 
Peeling Exfoliation and Ultrasound functions. With robust attachments allowing the salon the 
highest professionalism of any industry facial system.

A best seller and a all round complete facial machine, the classic 5 in 1 facial unit from Spain 
combines Galvanic, High Frequency, Ultrasound (eye & face) and Vacuum & Spray. With manual 
power adjustment dials and one touch buttons, the system is easy to use and will deliver great 
treatment results and an increased salon income.

PJS-332
4 in 1 Luxury 

Facial

£695

PJS-815
5 in 1 Facial  

System

£275

The PJS-330 machine is a luxury 4 in 1 Anti-Aging facial system offering Micro-current, Sonic Peel, 
Ultrasound and Galvanic treatments. You can use the treatments combined for an ultimate anti-
age treatment or use as 4 separate treatments. The attachments that are supplied are for heavy 
duty use and a the most durable we offer in the market.

PJS-330
4 in 1  

Anti-Age Facial

£595

This high frequency and galvanic 2 in 1 instrument combines both our 805 and 806 machines in one 
simple system. You get all the benefits of two machines and make a saving too. Galvanic has the 
twin rollers and client bar and the high frequency has the 4 glass attachments.

PJS-803
2 in 1 HF  

& Galvanic

£165
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FaCIaL MaChInES - hIgh FREQuEnCY & gaLvanICFaCIaL MaChInES - aDvanCED

The Compact Diamond Dermabrasion has adjustable timer and power by using the soft touch 
buttons and with a digital display to see treatment time and power level. Complete with 9 heads 
and reusable filters. Small and powerful so perfect for the salon or a mobile business.

PJS-319A
Diamond  

Dermabrasion

£349

The professional ultrasound system from Europe is excellent and delivers the best ultrasound 
treatment for face and can be used on body too. The system uses soft touch buttons and a digital 
display. Complete with 3 attachments, face, delicate and body areas.

A machine that has been in the market for a long time now, still delivering amazing  results for skin 
exfoliation and greater product penetration. The sonic peel unit has a digital panel that allows the 
ability to change timer, power and wave current.

PJS-801C
Professional  
Ultrasound

£219

PJS-808
Sonic Peel  
Exfoliation

£229

A simple to operate micro current facial machine for users that want to offer a bio-lifting facial 
treatment to their clientele. The machine is digital and has adjustable power, timer and output 
wave frequency. This Micro current machine treats on face, neck and body treatment areas with 
various micro current wave settings for all these facial lifting areas. Complete with lifting gloves.

PJS-317A
Compact Micro  

Current

£329

This Solo High Frequency unit has 4 glass attachments for facial area and a robust handle.  
A professional salon machine for professional users, it can also be used for mobile therapists due 
to size.

PJS-806
Solo High 
Frequency

£99

Solo Facial Galvanic machine with negative/positive option and comes with a twin roller (two) and 
separate client bar. You also get a flat and ball adapter to change when required for tight areas. A 
professional salon machine that can be used mobile too.

PJS-805
Twin  

Galvanic

£89

The Compact and digital Galvanic unit has adjustable timer and power by using the soft touch 
buttons. Complete with 2 rollers and 2 ball prongs. Small and powerful, so perfect for the salon or 
a mobile business. 

PJS-313A
Modern  

Galvanic

£199

This mobile system uses light rays alone or can be used with a product applied to the skin. The 
device uses  high-frequency light rays. The system comes with 4 attachments and easy adjustable 
power control at base of handle.

PJS-P02
Mobile High  
Frequency

£45
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STERILISERS & TowER hEaTERSBoDY MaChInES & vaCuuM SuCTIon

This Vacuum and Spray machine stimulates microcirculation, improves the clients skin 
metabolism and eases residue removal. By using the spray system you can apply a fine even mist 
of toner to the skin during a treatment.

With its fine intensity control and clearly marked gauge, this robust Carlton Vacuum machine is 
suited for both facial and body treatment areas. The unit includes 7 glass ventouse attachments 
for face and body areas.

PJS-807A
2 in 1 Vac  
& Spray

£145

CC2325
Ultravac  

by Carlton

£545

Body faradic machine with 10 output channels. The operation uses passive currents through 
electrodes to generate slimming and muscular toning and will stimulate the skin, improving its 
appearance. Benefits include Increased skin-cell regeneration, Improving appearance of muscles, 
skin, contours and much more.

PJS-905
Pro Body  
Faradic

£395

The Professional Body Galvanic from Carlton, has four independent outlets each with a digital 
read-out monitor. The unit is supplied with 8 body electrode pads having specially manufactured 
triple sponge pouch covers to significantly reduce the risk of galvanic burn, and all required 
connection leads and elasticated body straps. 

CC2313
Carlton Body  

Galvanic

£695

For a stronger sterilisation then this is the one. It works by applying a dry heat ranging from 50 to 
200°C and can be used for metal, clay, ceramic and glass objects. Sterilises in just 10 minutes.

Glass bead steriliser has an immediate sterilisation function by heating a tank of quartz 
beads. It has a maximum temperature of 220°C. It is used with hard instruments such as 
scissors, clippers & tweezers.

PJS-S01
Glass Bead  
Steriliser

£69

PJS-HTS1
Hot Air  

Steriliser

£165

11-litre towel warmer cabinet that at a maximum temperature of 80°C. A good size and great for 
busy salons and spas. Size – W 46 x D 34 x H 30 cm

PJS-T01
Hot Towel Heater

£145

Towel warmer with capacity for 7 litres. It has a UV lamp that removes germs and bacteria. Ideal to 
maintain towels in perfect hygienic conditions. It works at a maximum temperature of 60°C   
Size – W 32 x D 24 x H 22 cm

PJS-336
Medium Towel  

Heater

£165

T: 0800 888 6876  /  01634 565 005
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BEauTY DEaLS DIRECT PLaTInuM PaCkagEBEauTY DEaLS DIRECT goLD PaCkagE

The GOLD package is a great starting pack for a new beauty room or Tattoo Studio, even for a room that is looking to upgrade equipment and save money. Included in the package is the best selling 
treatment couch PJS- RISE which has electric height adjustment and manual head adjustment, a Luxury Glass Three Shelved Trolley, the Ultimate Salon Stool (another best seller) and a Magnifying  
Lamp with Base. 

All the equipment includes the 12 month warranty and we offer Free UK mainland delivery, stock can be limited due to demand so please call us or order online.

Available in WHITE or BLACK finishes (magnifying lamp only available in white)

The PLATINUM package has unbelievable value which includes the STER, three motor fully adjustable treatment couch. This PJS exclusive Platinum package is ideal for all salons, clinics and training 
schools that are looking to upgrade tired equipment and save money. Included in the package is the 2017 best seller, the three motor treatment chair PJS- STER which has electric height, electric leg and 
electric head rest,  a Luxury Two Tier Trolley with Two locking drawers, the Ultimate Saddle Stool and a Magnifying Lamp with Base.

All the equipment includes the 12 month warranty and we offer Free UK mainland delivery, stock can be limited due to demand so please call us or order online.

Available in WHITE finish only

PJS-GOLD
£665

Save over  
£100

 PJS-PLATINUM
£945

Save over 
£100
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PEDICuRE SPa ChaIRS PEDICuRE SPa ChaIRS

PJS-CALM
Ultimate  

Pedispa Chair

£1895

PJS-01595
REM Centenary  

Chair

£1745

Europe’s finest pedispa chair including shiatsu, kneading, knocking and tapping massage and air-
pressure massage in the seat. Massage intensity can be adjusted by the hand control. The basin 
has many features including whirlpool jet and LED changing light, and extendable shower head 
that offers spray and fill function. The upholstery comes in a white finish which gives a chic look to 
any business.

Size - L 135cm x W 85cm x H 150cm.

REM have designed and produced a high end Pedispa, The Centenary is a stylish piece of 
furniture with top of the range quality and equipment. It features adjustable footrest, swivel seat, 
retractable tap, whirl pool motor and porcelain basin. Offered in a choice of stunning fabric and 
laminate colours, please check website for colour options. This item is custom built so please allow 
minimum 4 weeks for delivery.

Size - Width 68 cm x Height 130 cm x Depth 133.6 cm

Luxury Pedispa, with a sleek base and chair that offers multiple massage functions. The base has a 
stunning glass bowl containing a whirlpool jet, changing LED colour light and a built in power drain pump. 
The chair has a back cushion, seat vibration and arms. The chair reclines, slides by the electric remote. 
The massage feature includes position adjustment (in & out, up & down) and the choice of massage 
techniques.

All White, all Black or Black Chair with White Base/Grey bowl finishes available.

Size - L 140cm x W 77cm x H 150cm.

A firm favourite and our best selling chair. The compact pedicure spa chair is a wonderful styled spa 
chair system with a rounded base that has no points or corners allowing a better fit in smaller salons 
but still delivering the luxury appearance and performance that the salon is striving for.

All Black, all White and Black seat on White base options

Size – L 138 cm x W 86 cm x H 150 cm

PJS-SPA80
Luxury Pedispa  

Chair

£1895

PJS-903
Compact Pedicure  

Chair

£1495
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PEDICuRE SPa ChaIRS TREaTMEnT & CLInIC CouChES

PJS-NATURA
Natura  

Pedispa Chair

£1170

The Natura is ideal for Brow, Manicure and Pedicure treatments. It features a pull out basin which 
removes for filling manually (no plumbing required). The chair has adjustable footrest and a 
reclining backrest. REM offers you a choice of stunning fabric and laminate colours. Please check 
our website for colour options, the item is custom built so please allow minimum 4 weeks for 
delivery.

Size - Length 122cm x Width 101cm x Height 129cm

Luxury high end pedicure throne, built in United Kingdom by REM. This pedicure must have is 
built to your colour requirements (cushions and laminate) making each model truly unique to your 
business. This plumbed in unit allows easy drain and is quick to fill up the luxury foot bath at front. 
Completed with a height adjustable and comfortable foot rest for all your clients.

Size – L 126.5 cm x W 85 cm x H 138.7 cm

 PJS-DREAMSPA
REM Dream  

Pedispa

£1745

3 motor electric beauty couch with face hole, and concealed base. This 3 section couch has 
electrical movements of the height, leg-rest and back section. Complete with a removable pillow/
plug and removable arms. Measurements - Length 180 cm x Width 65 cm (arms on 82 cm) x Height 
58-85 cm

A luxury beauty, clinic or aesthetic treatment couch which gives high client comfort. Operated by  
4 electric motors movements include height, backrest, leg rest & tilt. The seat rotates on its axis 
240º providing you with greater flexibility in your treatment room. Chair includes arms, adjustable 
head & foot rest. Available in white finish only. L 186-210 cm x W 58-72 cm x H 58-89 cm

Sleek design with good comfort made with a solid metal, the clinic bed is equipped with 3 motors that 
have full control over the height, backrest and seat inclination. The footrest is adjustable by a gas lift, 
also the armrests can recline which makes it easier for customers to get on and off the bed. Finished 
with white PU upholstery, which is of high quality and soft to touch, a wonderful looking & functioning 
treatment clinic couch. Size without armrest: L 188 x W 56 x H 63/118 cm (With armrest: W 80 cm)

PJS-VOME
3 Motor  

Clinic Couch

£995

PJS-STER
3 Motor Treatment 

Couch

£799

PJS-TEMPO
4 Motor Clinic 

Couch

£1245

Multifunctional 2-section luxury table with elegant design. Equipped with 1 motor that controls 
the table height by a lateral button built in the structure. Backrest adjustable by gas lift. High 
quality White PU upholstery. Length 196 cm x Width 70 cm x Height 61/86 cm

PJS-HERN
1 Motor Treatment  

Bench

£899
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TaTToo EQuIPMEnTPoDIaTRY & ChIRoPoDY RangE

The two section tattoo couch allows you to adjust the height electrically. The couch has wheels 
that can be locked at each end. The back rest can be adjusted using a gas lift system which is 
lockable into any position. The couch also comes with a removable cushion covering a breather 
hole. Available in all black or all white finish.

Size - L 188 cm x W 72 cm x Height 56 cm to 84 cm

Clinic stool with generous circle seat and curved back support that can move 360 degrees around the 
seat, which allows use for a arm/elbow rest. Complete with adjustable height and black finish castor 
wheel base (ideal for laser clinics). Available in Gray, Green or White. L 38 cm x W 36 cm x H 62-78 cm 

This podiatry chair is brilliant for making space in your workplace due to its 240 degree rotation 
feature. The 3 motors control height, backrest and chair tilt, however the legs are adjusted by a gas 
lift. The headrest/footrest can be removed if needed. The material on the chair is high quality PU. 
Size L 180/195 x 70/82 W x 62/120 H cm

Upmarket podiatry chair with solid frame. Electrically controlled height, backrest and chair tilt, 
mechanical leg rest movement including leg height. The wires underneath are all hidden under the 
casing. Made with high quality PU upholstery. The podiatry couch itself can be put fully flat or into a 
chair shape depending on what type of treatment you are doing. Size L 190 x 57/82 W x 62/120 H cm

PJS-CUBO
3 Motor Podiatry  

Chair

£1395

PJS-ERGO
Clinic Seat 

£109

PJS-TARSE
3 Motor Spin  

Chair

£1395

The woods lamp will indicate dehydration, acne scarring, sun damage, lines & wrinkles to enable 
the therapist to prescribe the correct skincare and treatment. An excellent lamp to boost retail 
sales, giving the therapist conviction and confidence in their prescription.

PJS-1004
Skin Analysis Lamp 

£59

The tattoo studio couch is our original fully positional hydraulic height adjustable artist couch. The 
couch has adjustable arm rests, the new designed independently movable legs (that do not use 
unreliable gas ram pistons) and feet extensions.  The head cushion is removable allowing a breathing 
space for when you are doing back work, also the ability for your client to straddle the chair will allow 
the tattoo artist greater positioning for their work. The couch has wheels at one end and will spin and 
rotate along with being able to move from a chair to flat position. Black finish with extra padding.

Size - L 170cm x W (max) 70cm x H 54 to 70cm

BD-SAMSON
Tattoo  

Studio Couch

£599

PJS-RISE
One Motor Couch

£499
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For all RECEPTIon furniture, colours & prices please check www.beautysalonequipment.co.uk/furniture/salon-reception-desks

 RECEPTIon DESkS22

We supply many items of Hairdressing furniture including Wash Stations, Styling Chairs, Barber Chairs, Styling Stations, Dryers & Processors, too many to put in one catalogue, so please check the full  
range at www.beautysalonequipment.co.uk/furniture/hairdressing-furniture

PJS-SUFLO
Reception Desks

A modern reception desk from REM. The Vogue Reception Desk features a stylish LED Lit front security 
panel. Behind the desk is cupboard storage space as well as open storage which also allows a standard 
computer tower to be accommodated. The Vogue is available in 2 sizes – 120 cm or 150 cm in length.  
The main body of the desk and the front panel can be finished in any of the REM laminates. Please 
choose your laminate colour and size on the website or by calling one of the PJS team.

The REM Helix is a modular desk which can be arranged to suit your requirements. Included in 
range are curved sections, glass front retail or a plain front square section. The Helix is trimmed in 
Alu Brosse as standard, and can be finished in any colour laminate from the REM colour range.  
Size - Curved: W 86 cm, H 93 cm, D 86 cm; Straight/Retail: W 70 cm, H 93 cm, D 48 cm

The REM Suflo Reception Desk can be finished in any colour laminate from the REM colour range, 
single or two-tone options. With plenty of storage areas, you can give your reception a modern and 
fresh look with a Suflo desk.  Priced above is the 122 cm Length x 92 cm Depth x 106 cm Height.  
You can choose from either a 92 cm, 137 cm, or 152 cm length, all with same depth & height.

PJS-VOGUE
Reception Desks 

PJS-HELIX
Helix Retail Set

The Saturn is a stylish, illuminated reception desk from REM with led strip light around the front. The 
Saturn is available in 4 sizes, making it adaptable to any salon waiting area and in a large choice of 
colour laminates. The model shown is the 137 cm Length x 92 cm Depth x 106 cm. Choose from 92 
cm, 122 cm, or 152 cm length, all with same depth & height.

PJS-SATURN
Reception Desks

For individual samples please contact sales@rem.co.uk

BLACK / WHITE

White

Pearl

Coco

Buffalo

Galaxy Truffle Phantom Platin

Bison

Pebble

Fern

Aubergine

Kirsche

Saffron

Black

NAPPA COLLECTION

AuTHENTIC

FABRIQuE

Tailored Vanilla

Tailored Ebony

Tailored Putty Tailored Clay Tailored Slate

TAILORED COLLECTION

For individual samples please contact sales@rem.co.uk

BLACK / WHITE

White

Pillow Pink

Aubergine

Titanium

Cherry Wood

Michigan Elm

Reed Flagstone

Bonobo Dusk Dawn

Rustic Oak Pasadena Pine Rich Praline

Egyptian Gold Alu Brosse Pewter

Sea Breeze Dove

Black

SOLID COLOURS

METALLICS

NATURAL ELEMENTS
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visit our Showroom, based in 
Rochester, kent, ME2 2Eg if you wish 

to try any item. 

Please call and book an appointment 
today.

See what our lovely clients say about 
our products and services at: 

www.pjsdirect.com/testimonials 

and feel free to leave your reviews too.

New affiliated onsite private 
training school for all salon, spa and 
advanced treatment requirements. 

Check courses here: 
www.allen-walden.co.uk


